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Scenarios
• There are many scenarios in which an application must
send several related questions to a DNS responder. For
examples,
–

Query example.com for A and AAAA

When asking about a QTYPE=A RRset, a QTYPE=AAAA RRset may also
be of use [RFC 5321];

–

Query www.example.com for A and AAAA, and
_443._tcp.www.example.com for TLSA

When asking for some RRset of www.example.com about A and AAAA,
records of a sub-domain name such as _443._tcp.www.example.com
for TLSA may be of interest[RFC 6698].

 o AQ-RCODE field . The AQ aware responders will put the RCODE value for the
query of this question into AQ-RCODE fields.
 o AQ-ANCOUNT field will indicate the number of resource records in the answer
section for this accompanying question. The AQ aware responders will put the
ANCOUNT value for the query of this question into AQ-ANCOUNT field.
 o AQ-NSCOUNT field will indicate the number of name server resource records
in the authority records section for this accompanying question. The AQ aware
responders will put the NSCOUNT value for the query of this question into AQNSCOUNT field.
 o AQ-ARCOUNT field will indicate the number of resource records in the
additional records section for this accompanying question. The AQ aware
responders will put the ARCOUNT value for the query of this question into AQARCOUNT field.
 o Prefix field indicates a domain name with the form of a pointer or a sequence
of labels ending with a pointer using the message compression defined in section
4.1.4. of RFC 1035. The domain name for accompanying questions MUST be same
with the domain name for a main question or be children name of it.

Responder Processing
• The AQ aware responder will check the main question first, and put
the results into the DNS response packet following RFC 1034.
• If the AQ OPT is present, the responder assembles the prefix with
the main domain name and makes it to be an accompanying
question, checks the accompanying questions in order, and put the
results into the DNS answer section, authority section or additional
records section of the response following RFC 1034;
• The response code is placed in the respective AQ-RCODE field in AQ
OPT of the response. The RCODE field in the DNS response header
refers to the main question only.
• The AQ aware responders will put the ANCOUNT, NSCOUNT and
ARCOUNT value for the query of this accompanying question into
the respective AQ-ANCOUNT, AQ-NSCOUNT and AQ-ARCOUNT
fields. The ANCOUNT, NSCOUNT and ARCOUNT fields in the DNS
response header refer to the main question only.

Initiator Processing
• An AQ aware initiator will put the main question into the
question section of the DNS query packet, and put related
accompanying questions into the related accompanying
question fields of OPTION- DATA of OPT RR.
• AQ-RCODE value will be sent as 111111110100 bits. The
AQ-TYPE value should be set as the query type related to
accompanying questions.
• The Prefix value should be set as a pointer or a sequence of
labels ending with a pointer pointing to the main domain
name of the main question for the respective
accompanying domain name of the accompanying
question.
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